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Similar to when email was first created, the IoT ecosystem suffers from a 
lack of security and there is no method to verify the authenticity of messages. 
Companies like Valimail solved this problem in email with the creation of security 
design patterns using DNS records to establish a chain of trust and implement 
an authentication protocol to verify the authenticity of messages, prevent 
attacks, and protect their clients. To help solve this problem within the IoT 
ecosystem we will develop an authentication middleware system for MQTT. It 
will help accelerate the security field by applying similar security design patterns 
within the IoT ecosystem in order to authenticate messages.
ConclusionsResults
Introduction
The authenticating middleware component we created can be used in a
distributed application to increase the level of security that will help protect the
subscriber from unwanted or dangerous message attacks. Since we do not have
the application or front end that our middleware will be added to, we have use
the HiveMQ dashboard, an image of our code, and an image of our test cases to
show that we have a project working as it should. Our project has been
successful at timing out when a connection has been made in a set amount of
time, keeping out messaging that have been whitelisted, and allowing encoded
data to be property transferred over media.
Our client is Ash Wilson, a technical director at Valimail. Valimail is a 
company that specializes in email security by providing DMARC protection to 
their clients. Prior to security design solutions and patterns such as DMARC 
utilizing SPF and DKIM, email suffered from a lack of security at its inception. 
However, due to the formation of security design patterns such as DMARC 
using DNS, Valimail has been able to combat the lack of security and 
implement an authentication protocol to prevent email attacks, hence 
protecting their clients. Valimail recognizes the similar lack of security in the 
IoT ecosystem.
To combat the lack of security in the IoT ecosystem we are developing an 
open-source authentication middleware system for MQTT to help accelerate 
the adoption of DNS-based identity. Our authentication middleware system will 
act as a layer between messages sent and delivered. It will consume 
messages from a MQTT broker, use public keys retrieved via DNS to 
authenticate messages consumed from the public broker and publish 
authenticated messages using an integrated message broker. Valimail intends 
to use the finalized application to provide a middleware product that can verify 
the authenticity of messages sent using the MQTT protocol, provide trusted 
middleware software due to the established hierarchy of trust through DNS, 
and to protect their clients. 
We followed the Agile development process, with the use of two week
sprints and quick iterations. Each week we would follow up with our client to 
discuss our progress and ask any questions. Our task planning was also tracked 
using a Trello board.
Python is the programming language and Pycharm is the IDE we used. To 
run the system in an isolated environment we are using Docker, and Docker 
compose to run multi-container docker applications.
We used Github for version control and Github Issues to track bugs. 
Readthedocs used our in code comments to automate code documentation. 
Sphinx is a tool we used to create code documentation for Readthedocs. To 
gauge the quality of our integration and unit tests we will use Code Climate for 
code coverage. As far as automated testing goes, we used PyTest.
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Figure 2 (above): HiveMQ Dashboard to show data transfer through the broker. 
Figure 3 (above): This image shows two messages being passed through the authentication middleware. You can see that first messages does not 
pass by displaying the message “Message was not authenticated”. The second message passes all the authentication protocols and is forwarded on. 
Figure 1 (above): System Overview 
